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We are proud of the fact that we have been writing
dental history for more than 130 years. During this time,
Dentaurum has progressed from being a dental laboratory
to a globally operating dental company.
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As an owner-managed family company in the fourth
generation we work independently and flexibly from our
location in Ispringen, Germany. We have always placed the
highest demands on the quality of our products, from the
purchase of raw materials to the packaged product.

989-301-77

"Made in Germany" has top priority for our research and
development, for our production and our logistics. We place
clear focus on Germany as our location, creating and main
taining jobs, and thereby contributing to securing a sound
economic future.

www.dentaurum.com

Treatment with
dinamique® c –
aesthetic all round.
Choose between the ceramic bracket dinamique® c and
the metal bracket dinamique® m.

The best possible solution
for me.

dinamique® c –
a choice for aesthetics.

A fixed appliance consists mainly of an archwire and brackets
that are bonded to the teeth. Forces work on the wire and
the brackets to move the teeth into the position required.

The self-ligating ceramic bracket dinamique® c from
Dentaurum offers you a solution that is almost invisible, highly
effective and of top quality. The bracket design is finished
to perfection by archwires in the same color as your teeth.
The brackets are small, barely noticeable and work gently to
correct your teeth.

Standard:
In the case of standard brackets, the archwire is fixed in place
on the bracket either with rubber rings or with thin wires,
so-called ligatures.

Self-ligating:
These ligatures are not needed for self-ligating brackets. In
the middle of the bracket, there is a clip. This is a special kind
of closure mechanism which holds the archwire in place. The
archwire is placed into the open clip which is then gently
closed ("ligating").

The advantages.

Clip

Bracket,
self-ligating

 ou can barely see dinamique® c brackets in your
Y
mouth since the ceramic is coordinated to match the
natural shade of teeth.

T he smooth surfaces and the rounded edges of
dinamique® m brackets mean they are more
comfortable to wear.

 ou can choose to have white-coated wires that fit with
Y
the dinamique® c brackets. They don't get discolored
and it's easy to change them.

 hanging the archwire is quicker and easier than for
C
a standard bracket.

You have fewer check-ups because there are no
ligatures that need renewing.

Ligature
Bracket,
standard

There is a less expensive solution available; dinamique® m are
small, self-ligating brackets made of metal. The archwire can
be fitted easily into both dinamique® c and dinamique® m
meaning you get to spend less time in the chair than if you had
standard brackets.

The advantages.

The bracket is pleasant to wear since its surface is
smooth and its edges are rounded.
 hanging the archwire is quicker and easier than for
C
a standard bracket.
It's important to keep the appliance clean. That's easy
with dinamique® c because there are no ligatures
which could get contaminated by food particles.

You have fewer check-ups because there are no
ligatures that need renewing.
It's important to keep the appliance clean. That's easy
with dinamique® m because there are no ligatures
which could get contaminated by food particles.

